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Abstract: If legal inferenciug systems are to be used for
immediate practical application, they are best constructed

by embedding them in other technologies which can assist
in augmenting and controlling the course of inferencing.
Adoption of a (quasi) natural language knowledge
representation assists easier development of user

interpretative facilities, user control of the course of

inferencing and explanation facilities. The paper explains

how the DataLex Workstation Software, particularly its

inference engine, ysh, implements these approaches.

Augmenting and controlling inferencing

To develop legal inferencing systems in isolation from other
technologies for representing and manipulating legal
information is unlikely to yield systems of immediate practical

application. There are two broad reasons for this assertion.

Augmenting inferencing
The first reason arises from the inherently and endemically

open textured nature of legislation and case law. The lack of
fixed meanings of the language of cases and statutes means that

it is not possible, even in theory, for an application developer

to anticipate all possible factual circumstances which may
come within the meaning of predicates used in system
dialogues. Inferencing techniques to resolve unanticipated open
texture problems are not yet commercially viablel.

A legal inferencing system must therefore constantly require

the user to make significant interpretative decisions. This

makes it necessary to give the user effective and open-ended

access to a wide variety of textual interpretative materials. The
overall goal is to build an inferencing system that most

effectively supports the u ser’s interpretative activity, allowing

control of a problem’s solution to alternate between a semi-
expert system and a semi-expert interpretive agent, the user
(Greenleaf, Mowbray and Tyree, 1991).

Controlling inferencing
The second, related, problem is that the depth or extent to
which a user will want, or need, to use aspects of a legal

inferencing system to solve problems will vary. This may
depend upon either the extent of the user’s domain expertise,

the facts of the problem at hand, or both. For example, in an

inferencing system on Australian privacy law, consultations
concerning compliance with the Information Privacy
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Principles may depend upon whether the alleged breach is by
an ‘agency’. ‘Agency’ has a complex definition which would

often result in a lengthy inferencing dialogue. Most likely
users could answer without hesitation that the Department of
Social Security was an ‘agency’ (ie usage is problem

dependent). However, only experienced users would

unhesitatingly answer that the Commonwealth Ombudsman was
an ‘agency’ - most would want to use any available inferencing

facilities (ie usage is expertise dependent). In other cases,

effective resort to textual materials will be far more efficient
than running an inferencing session. For example, most users
would not immediately know whether the Supreme Court of the

Australian Capital Territory is an ‘agency’, but quick reference
to the S6 definition of ‘agency’ will make the answer apparent .

If users are always forced to pursue tedious inferencing

dialogues to the bitter end they are unlikely to find inferencing
systems efficient, attractive to use, or ‘intelligent’. A system

which insists upon dealing with every minor concern at the

greatest level of detail is unlikely to be acceptable. On the
other hand, users cannot just be left to their own resources to

decide how to resolve questions asked of them in inferencing
dialogues, but need precise prompts as to the resources they can

access (further inferencing, access to commentary, statutes etc).

This second problem, user control of depth of inferencing, is an
instance of a broader principle that, for a knowledge-based
system to be of the greatest practical utility, the user needs to
be able to exercise various types of control over its operation.

The initial invocation of a consultation must be appropriate to

a problem at hand. The open-ended nature of interpretative
problems means that a user who is attempting to resolve a
question asked by an inferencing dialogue may need to run other

inferencing sessions unconnected to the primary session as, in
effect, ‘sub-consultations’, and then be able to return to the
original consultation. To achieve this degree of user control, a
wide variety of access mechanisms to inferencing are needed.

This paper explores two aspects of the DataLex Workstation

Software which attempt to deal with these problems: user
control of inferencing, and the advantages of a (quasi) natural

language knowledge representation.

DataLex Workstation Software

The DataLex Workstation Software4 integrates inferencing
systems, hypertext and text retrieval into a general-purpose
tool for the representation and processing of legal
information. Its origins are outlined in Greenleaf, Mowbray and

Tyree (1991), with a number of features foreshadowed there
since completed. Its features are documented in Greenleaf and
Mowbray (1992) and (1993). It now runs under Microsoft



Windows, Apple Macintosh, Unix and MS-DOS. It has been

used to develop several commercial and academic applications, Apart from propositions facts can also be used to refer to

and has been used extensively for teaching purposes5. numbers, amounts, dates and gender.

The Workstation’s inference engine

The inference engine used by the DataLex Workstation software

is called ysh (we pronounce it ‘why-shell’). ysh supports rule-
based and case-based in ferencing, and document generation,

using rules which have a similar syntax. Only rule-based

inferencing is discussed here. By default, rules are both
backward and forward chaining. ysh’s inferencing mechanism
works by evaluating a rule which has been selected by the user

(either from a list of goals, or from a cross-reference index).
Inferencing proceeds by the execution of statements

comprising a rule. Backward chaining is used to determine

unknown facts. When a fact value is inferred or supplied by the
user, evaluation of all rules which contain that fact in their

conditions takes place by forward chaining.

Rules used in rule-based reasoning may be declared to be of

types FORWARD, DAEMON, or PROCEDURE. A FORWARD

rule will ask for user intervention (if necessary) to provide the
unknown values of conditions, whereas a DAEMON operiites
‘silently’, failing rather than asking for user intervention A

PROCEDURE must either be explicitly called by another rule or
explicitly invoked by the user . Any rule may be declared to be

subject to two rule qualifiers. GOALS are not automatically

when invoked by backward chaining — user confirmation is
required before inferencing proceeds. Titles of LISTED rules are
displayed in ysh’s menu of goals. GOAL rules are, by default,

also LISTED, and are intended to be those rules appropriate to

commence a significant separate inferencing process.

ysh’s knowledge representation

We call ysh’s knowledge representation ‘quasi natural language’

for two reasons. At least where statutory materials are
concerned, it often approximates a paraphrase of [the
legislation. Secondly, it permits re-parsing of these English-
like rules to generate inferencing dialogues. Similar approaches

have been taken by Waterman6 and by Johnson and Mead7.

Facts
All dynamic information is stored as a set of fac~s. Facts are

referred to by a descriptive phrase or sentence. Most facts are
propositional and may have one of four values: true, false,

unknown, or unknowable. The name of this type of fact should
be composed of a subject, then a verb (expressed in the positive

or negative) and, optionally, an object. For example:

Rule syntax
Rules have a straight forward syntax. The following example
shows s135ZK of the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth), and the first

three rules representing it.

Miltiple cxpyirtg of wrks @lishsd in anthologies
1352x. The crpyright in a literary or d.rarmatic v.ork,

keirrg a tmrk contained in a publishd antholcgy of v.orks
and ccrrprisiw rmt rmre than 15 pges in tbt sntlmlqy,
is not infrirrged @ the tiing of cne or tmre copies of

the wlmle or a part of that -k by, or on behalf of, a
kcdy administering an sducaticmal institutim if:

(a) a ~eratia notice, given ky or on behalf of
the tmiy to the relwant cdlscting s=ciety, is in
force;

(b) the ccpy is rmde solely for the *cat ional

_ses of the inst itut ion or of another educat iczml
inst itut ion; ard

(c) the lxdy mrrplies with ~icn 1352X (1) or

(3) , es the case mires, in relaticm to the cnw

RULE Cwright Act 1968 - %cticn 135ZK PROVKES

=ion 135ZK applies ONLY IF
the vark is a literary vxxk PNO/OR the vmrk is a

drsrrat ic mrk ~
the wxk is containd in a publishsd sntholcgy of works
AN)

the u.ork &es mt -rise rncre tha 15 ~ges in the

antholcgy Arm
the v.ork has - ccpied Ly the hiy afhrinisterimg the

educational h.etitut km AND/OR the vzz-k has - copid

on behalf of the kmiy ackninistering the ducaticrml
instituticm ~

secticm 135ZK(a) awlies AND
s~ticm 135zK (b) a~lim W
s~icn 1352X(c) Spplies

W Copyright Act 1968 - %cticm 135ZK(a) PROVKES
section 135ZK(a) applies 0NL% IF

a rernunerat ion notice given by or on behalf of the

relevant cd letiml scciety is in force

~ CoWright Act 1968 - %cticm 135ZK(b) PROVKES

section 1357X(b) applies ONLY IF
the cmpies are made for the ducational pwqxxses of the

d-rat icnal institution OR

the copies are made for the educational purpses of
amther ducat ioml inst itut im

the intestate eat isfi= s23 (1 ) Isomorphism has been retained to a substantial degree by
the mrk is “original” explicit modelling of the structure of the section (Johnson and

secticn 9 applies Mead, 1991, pl13).

Provided that boolean fact names appear in this form, ysh will Explanation facilities in ysh
normally be able to affect sensible translations (by a simple

set of heuristic rules) which can be used during problem ysh provides a range of explanations of its inferencing (see

sessions. For the first example above, the following automatic Greeuleaf, Mowbray and Tyree, 1991, at 6.3). All of these

prompts and translations would be used: explanations (except the ‘rule’ option) are generated by ysh
reparsing parts of the rule-base on the fly. These explanations

G the intestate satisfy s23 (1) ? do not, therefore, go beyond the content of the rule base. The

me intestate satisfies s23 (1) . reparsing is affected by a simple set of heuristic rules.

me intestate * not satisfi s23 (1 ) .
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Inferencing dialogues are initiated principally through the
window illustrated.

●9 7JAre the copies made for the educational purposea of
another educational Inatftrrtlon ?

❑ IWhatlf II I

m •1Yas

•1No

I.-x-J
EIEl
Im5!-J

For examples of this reparsing, based on the above rules

representing s135ZK, assume that earlier user responses in a
consultation satisfy the introductory conditions of the head
section itself and 135 ZK(a), but not the fust half of 135ZK(b).
The question (prompt) ‘Are the copies made for the educational

purposes of another educational institution?’ will then be

generated by the re-parsing of the second condkion of the rule

for 135 ZK(b). If the user selects the ‘Why?’ button when faced
with this prompt, the explanation ‘This will help determine

whether or not section 135 ZK(b) applies’. If the user’s answer

is ‘no’, this fact would be translated as ‘the copies are not made

for the educational purposes of another educational institution’.
The conclusions inferred at this point would be translated as

‘section 135ZK(b) does not apply’ and ‘section 135ZK does not

apply’. If the user asks for an explanation of the second of

these conclusions, the explanation generated would be ‘Section
135 ZK(b) does not apply because the copies are not made for
the educational purposes of the educational institution and the
copies are not made for the educational purposes of another

educational institution’. On completion of the consultation,

ysh generates a report based upon the dependencies between

premises and conclusions established by inferencing, such as:

‘Section 135ZK does not apply because section 135ZK(b) does

not apply. Section 135ZK(b) does not apply because the copies
are not made for the educational purposes of UTS and the copies

are not made for the educational purposes of another educational
institution.’

A complementary general feature of these explanations is that
they are integrated with the hypertext aspects of the system, so
that most explanations appear as hypertext, allowing the user

to go from the terse explanations generated by ysh to more
expansive source documents and explanatory text. All of the
italicised words in the above dialogues appear as hypertext.

Integration of ysh with hypertext and text
retrieval

There are six types of integration between the inferencing,
hypertext and search engines implemented in the Workstation

software (Greenleaf, Mowbray and Tyree (1991) at 7.1).
Consultations using the knowledge-base are usually started

from within the hypertext portion of the system. For example,
if the user is reading some part of a section of an Act or a
defined term, a consultation dealing with this material and

applying it to a specific problem faced by the user can be

started by selecting an inferencing session from the cross-

preference index (shown below) for that text. The hypertext acts
as a distributed interface to the knowledge-base. Consultations

may also be commenced from the list of GOALS.

Once the consultation is underway, the user can go back into

the hypertext system via selection of hyperterms embedded in

the questions and explanations produced by the in ferencing
process. Once in the textual materials, the user can again resort

to the knowledge-base if necessary, by commencing other

consultations from the cross -reference index.

Advantages of a (quasi) natural language
knowledge representation

A number of advantages flow from the choice of this type of

knowledge representation. Some of these advantages have been

shown to flow from isomorphic knowledge representations

(Bench-Capon and Coenen (1991) and Johnson and Mead
(1991)), but we argue that these benefits can be enhanced by the
type of knowledge representation used in ysh, and other
benefits obtained,

The source of some of these additional benefits is the automatic

generation of all aspects of inferencing dialogues by the

reparsing of the knowledge-base. As explained, this includes

the generation of prompts, translations of user-supplied and

system-inferred fact/values (’Fact’ and ‘Conclusion’),
explanations of questions (‘Why’) and conclusions (’How’),

and construction of a consolidated Report.

Isomorphism is facilitated
The advantages of maximizing the isomorphism of the
relationship between a knowledge-base and the sources of law
on which it is based have been advanced by Bench-Capon and

Forder (1991), Bench-Capon and Coenen (1991) and Johnson
and Mead (199 1). Criticisms of isomorphism by Moles (1991)

confuse questions of its desirability and possibility with

criticisms of the particular features of representations used by

Bench-Capon et al, which involved an intermediate

representation which is not a necessary feature of other
systems. They also seem to be based on the unrealistic

assumption that developers of legal inferencing systems expect
their systems to be comprehensive in ways that no-one expects

of those who package legal expertise in other forms such as

textbooks. As Tyree (1992) says, it is hard to dismiss
isomorphism as a desirable goal unless one’s approach is an a
priori ‘give up’.

A rule-based knowledge representation which is in an English-

like propositional form, such as ysh or the representation used
by Mead and Johnson in STATUTE, can have a high degree of
isomorphism, both structurally (ie reflecting the logical

structure of sections and subsections) and in much of the actual
language used. Such isomorphism still, of course, falls well
short of a knowledge representation which is identical with

natural language8, partly because of the limitations of the
logical operators which have yet been developed even in logic
programming (Routen, 19S9), and ultimately because the

choice of operators is still an interpretation (Allen and Saxon,

1991).

Isomorphism is also facilitated by the almost complete
elimination of prompts, translations, explanations etc being
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represented separately from rules. To the extent that any clf this

‘textual baggage’ (Johnson and Mead, 1989) is required by a

knowledge representation, there is a loss of isomorphism,

Increase in transparency of knowledge-base
A (quasi) natural language knowledge-base provides advantages
of transparency to the application developer, to domain experts
and to the user. Both the application developer and any dc~rnain
experts can more easily make visual comparisons between the

knowledge-base and the legal sources from which it is derived if
the knowledge representation is close to English and attempts
‘verbatim modelling’ of statutory predicates as far as possible
(Johnson and Mead, 1991, pl 12). This enhances the validation
advantages of isomorphism (13ench-Capon and Coenen, 1991).

Providing the user of the application with open ended access to

the knowledge-base during the operation of the system (as is

done through the ‘Rule’ command and hypertext browsing) is
desirable for several reasons. Most obviously, it allows the
user to check for completeness and accuracy. A transparent

knowledge base helps to demystify and explain exactly what
the system can and cannot do. It assists with user confidence in

the results generated by problem sessions and discourages blind

reliance. This depends upon the knowledge-base being
intelligible to likely users.

Increased explanatory power
The integration of the inferencing component with hypertext
and text retrieval increases the explanatory power of what are

otherwise necessarily terse explanations because they are

automatically generated from the rule-base.

Efficiency in application development
An application developer does not have to give any significant

amount of attention to the development of the ‘textual
baggage’ involved in prompts, translations, explanations etc.

If the application developer can concentrate solely on writing a

rule base, this should lead to more efficient application

development. If the rule base can be made as close as possible
to a paraphrase of the legislation (or other source), this should

also cause more efficient development. Bench-Capon and
Coenen (1991) have found that ‘adopting the principles of
isomorphism results in a very disciplined and teachable

methodology’, but this may apply even more strongl:y to

knowledge representations which are also English-like rather
than symbolic (Johnson and Mead, 1991 ),

Reduced maintenance of knowledge-base
Ease of maintenance, a further advantage of isomorphisrn
(Bench Capon and Coenen, 1991, p67), will be enhanced. for
the same reasons. If only one source requires updating, there is

less likelihood of errors and more opportunity for efficiency.

Control of inferencing in ysh

Deveioper control of inferencing behaviour
By default, all ysk rules are both backwrwd chaining and forward
chaining daemons, usually written in a purely declarative

fashion. However, an application developer may decide to give
consideration to how rules will behave by declaring rules to be
of various types (PROCEDURE, DAEMON, or FORWARD), or

.S having qualifiers (GOAL), thereby modifying the normal
course of inferencing. This may be done in order to create more
efficient inferencing in the particular application, in which
case it represents the embodiment of application-specific
heuristics. It may also be done in order to allow the user (in a

1

specific application) to assume greater control over the course

of inferencing than the default behaviotrr would allow.

In either case, the application developer is, in effect, imposing

a level of procedural control over an otherwise declarative role-

base and non-procedural inferencing system. This could be
considered to detract from the declarative nature of the rule-
base, and also from its isomorphism. However, the declarative

content of the rules is unaffected by this approach, so we argue
that it is a reasonable compromise.

We have two general guidelines for the use of rule types. First,
it is best to first write the rule base with default rules only, then
observe its behaviour and only modify it to the minimum
extent necessary. Second, the use of heuristic rules and rules
which include any procedural elements should be minimised,

and they should be kept separate from any other rules.

Some examples of use of various rule types follow. DAEMON is
the only rule type which has any frequent use, particularly in

relation to heuristic rules, For example, in a propositional
knowledge representation, it may be useful to have a heuristic

rule that provides that if a work is a literary work it is not an

artistic work. However, if the system needs to determine
whether a work is an artistic work, then it would be pointless

for it to back-chain to this rule and ask whether the work is a
literary work. The use of DAEMON turns the back chaining off.

FORWARD rules are rarely used but can be valuable. They are,

in effect, heuristics to increase the in ferencing efficiency by

embodying known ‘short cuts’. For example, many laws
concerning government agencies only apply to the Australian
Security Intelligence Organisation (ASIO) in very restricted
circumstances. If the system determines at any stage that it is

dealing with ASIO, it maybe valuable to have a FORWARD rule
which is triggered and interrupts the normal chain of

inferencing in order to determine the values of the other

conditions of ‘the ASIO rule’, even if this involves asking the

user to provide fact values.

Other minor features allow elements of control. In backward
chaining, where two or more rules have as conclusions the fact
that is being evaluated, ys!-z evaluates these rules in the order in
which they appear in the knowledge-base. If this order needs to

be changed, and ORDER statement can be used without

changing the isomorphic nature of the representation. Another
feature of this nature is the use of the boolean non-conditional

operators OR/WITH and AND/WITH, which cause ysh to
determine all grounds on which a conclusion is supported, not
just sufficient grounds to justify it. Their use changes the
inferencing behaviour, but only in the sense of prolonging it.

User controi of extent of inferencing
The main use of rule types is to allow the application developer
to limit the depth of backward chaining which occurs

automatically. Wherever ysh is evaluating a fact, a value for
which can be inferred by back chaining to a rule which is a
declared to be a GOAL, ysk will require the user to confirm that

further chaining is to occur, and will give the user the option of

providing a value for the fact instead. In effect, control of the
depth of backward chaining is passed to the user,

This is illustrated by the Consult window below. In contrast
with the normal Consult window, the ‘Uncertain’ button has
been replaced by an ‘Infer’ button, to indicate that further
inferences are available to determine a value for the fact ‘the



DSS is an agency’. The hypertext highlighting of the word
‘agency’ also indicates to the user that a definition of the term
‘agency’ can be accessed by selecting that hypertext link. The
user is therefore given three choices: (i) to answer the question
without reference to any form of assistance; (ii) to pursue

hypertext links to textual materials before answering; or (iii) to
use further inferencing to resolve the question. In this way, ysh
caters for differences in user expertise, and for differences in the

difficulty of the problem at hand.

•~ Is The DSS II. agency?

•l Whattf [1

mE!E=
It is up to the application developer to decide the extent to
which backward chaining should be automatic. However, our

general view is that the depth of inferencing should normally
be left to the user, at least in relation to those rules which could
be considered to commence the evaluation of significant goals

in themselves (hence the name ‘GOAL’ for this rule type).

Conclusions

Our experience in the development and use of the DataLex
Workstation Software has been that the integration of

inferencing systems with other technologies for representing

and processing legal data and knowledge continues to give new
benefits in the development, control and utility of the
inferencing components. The use of a (quasi) natural language
knowledge representation makes this approach far more

effective. These features also provide an appropriate context for
further development of case-based reasoning and document
generation.
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Notes

1 Despite important and valuable research by Ashley, Gardner
and many others: sec Mital and Johnson (1992) Chapter 14,
Sergot (1991) 1.17 and Wahlgren 6.4.5.2 for summaries.
2 Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) s14; Implemented in the Privacy
Workstation: see Greenleaf, Mowbray and Tyree (1992).
3 Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) S6

4 @ DataLex Pty Ltd; designed by A Mowbray and G Greenleafi
written by A Mowbray

5 Applications of the DataLex Software include those dealing
with privacy and data protection law (Greenleaf, Mo wbray &
Tyree, 1992)), intellectual property law, Chinese tax law
(Brown, 1993) and corporations law (Bubna-Litic, 1993). It has
been used to develop over fifty student applications and has
been licensed to law schools in Australia and internationally.
6 See the work of D Waterman et al on ROSIE; for example
Waterman et al (1986) and Waterman and Peterson (1986), Ch 5
7 developers of the STATUTE software; see Johnson and Mead

(1989) and (1991)
8 See Sergot (1991) 1.4.5.: ‘...no project to my knowledge has

attempted to reason directly with the sources of law.’
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